
LETTER-NUMBER SEQUENCING 

 

Instructions: 

1. Read out the list of letters and numbers in bold.  

2. Items should be read to the person being tested at a rate of one letter or 

number per second.  

3. The person being tested will try to put them in order. (The correct answer 

is in brackets.) 

4. Make a tick in the box on the right if they are correct 

5. Instructions may be repeated in the beginning during the 2-symbol 

sequence when people are especially likely to make a mistake. 

6. Read the following to the person being tested: 

“I am going to say a list of numbers and letters. When I am finished, I want you to 

first tell me the numbers in order from smallest to biggest. Then I want you to tell me 

the letters in alphabetical order. 

So for example, if I say A4 the answer is 4A. The number goes first, then the letter. If I 

say 8B2, you answer 28B, numbers first in order, then letters.” 

Getting used to it, try these to start: (correct answers are in the brackets) 

B-9 (9-B)           _________ 

7-C (7-C)           _________ 

2-P-9 (2-9-P)     _________  

Z-9-A (9-A-Z)   _________ 

8-M-C (8-C-M) _________ 

Continue practice until the person being tested can do a 3-symbol 

sequences. Extra below if needed. Then begin test. 

L-9-U (9-L-U)     _________    W-N-5 (W-N-5)  _________ 

8-P-4 (4-8-P)       _________    R-4-7 (4-7-R)      _________ 

 



Note: You can stop the test if they get every question wrong in one section. 

Section List Correct Answer Did they get it right? 

1 D-6 (6-D)  

 4-L (4-L)  

 M-2 (2-M)  

 3-B (3-B)  

    

2 A-1-C (1-A-C)  

 W-7-T (7-T-W)  

 5-R-8 (5-8-R)  

 9-X-3 (3-9-X)  

    

3 Y-8-G-2 (2-8-G-Y)  

 J-3-N-1 (1-3-J-N)  

 2-Z-5-H (2-5-H-Z)  

 4-F-5-S (4-5-F-S)  

    

4 4-L-5-C-8 (4-5-8-C-L)  

 B-1-J-7-W (1-7-B-J-W)  

 9-K-3-E-2 (2-3-9-E-K)  

 N-6-R-2-U (2-6-N-R-U)  



5 D-7-G-4-S-2 (2-4-7-D-G-S)  

 P-6-L-3-C-1 (1-3-6-C-L-P)  

 2-W-8-K-9-A (2-8-9-A-K-W)  

 4-J-5-T-7-X (4-5-7-J-T-X)  

    

6 C-7-G-4-Q-1-S (1-4-7-C-G-Q-S)  

 8-R-6-M-3-F-2 (2-3-6-8-F-M-R)  

 A-2-E-6-J-9-T (2-6-9-A-E-J-T)  

 3-T-4-P-7-M-9 (3-4-7-9-M-P-T)  

 

 

 

Total correct:     


